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FREELANCERS #1
Brill / Covey

Money Talks. Val
and Cassie are
two women trying
to make it in L.A…
who just happened
to grow up in a Kung
Fu Orphanage, and
now make their
way in the ultra-competitive world of
bounty hunting . They’ve watched
each others’ backs since they could
stand, and those bonds are tested
daily as they navigate a city where
loyalty usually only runs as deep as
one’s bank account. Val and Cassie
take the most dangerous jobs, and
watch as others bask in the glory. But
now, as their former mentor becomes
L.A.’s most wanted fugitive, Val and
Cassie will fight through L.A.’s glitziest
and grimiest hoods as they learn just
what sacrifices are necessary to
make Hollywood dreams
come true.

NEW TITLES SHIPPING IN OCTOBER
BRAVEST
WARRIORS #1

Comeau / Holmes

Based
on
Adventure Time
creator Pendleton
Ward’s brand-new
animated
series!
Join Chris, Wallow,
Beth and Danny,
four 16-year-old heroes-for-hire, as
they warp from galaxy to galaxy,
saving alien races with the power
of their… emotions. They’re noble,
righteous and totally bodacious!
HELLRAISER: THE
ROAD BELOW #1
Seifert / Roberson /
Stahlschmidt

Kirsty
Cotton
has gone from a
human
resisting
the forces of Hell,
to the ruler of light
in the darkest of
places. Before her battle with
former Pinhead Captain Elliott
Spencer, she was called to
New Orleans by a holder of
the LeMarchand Device —
a woman trying to end a
decades-long family feud by
any means necessary… The
story of the first time Kirsty
Cotton was called to earth
as the new Pinhead! This
in-continuity tale reveals
Kirsty’s first days in Hell,
and how the road there is
always paved with good
intentions.

ICE AGE: PAST,
PRESENTS,
AND FUTURE

Monroe / Paroline /
Lamb

Recollecting what
a huge help he
was last year, Sid
decides to pay
Santa and the
North Pole a visit and once again
offer his assistance for Christmas
preparations! Before anyone can
stop him, he’s opened a box filled
with Santa’s magic… and he finds
himself visiting Sids in the past,
present, and future!
B.P.R.D.: 1948 #1
Mignola / Arcudi /
Fiumara

The Nazi occult
bureau threatened
to
destroy
the
peace that followed
the end of World
War II. One year
after
the
war,
Professor Bruttenholm, guardian of
the child Hellboy, enlisted a special
task force to connect the dots
between a series of massacres and
a mad vampire nobleman. Now the
B.P.R.D. launches an investigation
of an atomic-fueled space-travel
experiment
that’s
apparently
unleashed horrific monsters in the
Utah desert.

EX SANGUINE #1
Seeley / Emmons

One’s a natural
born
killer—a
remorseless hunter
restlessly prowling
the night for victims
to
quench
an
unnatural bloodlust.
The
other’s
a
vampire. A bored vampire. His
centuries of existence have left him
world weary and detached, until one
day his thirst is reinvigorated when
the deadly and intricate work of the
Sanguine Killer catches his eyes.

TARZAN:
THE ONCE AND
FUTURE TARZAN
Gordon / Yeates

Just in time for the
100th anniversary
of
Edgar
Rice
Burroughs’s Tarzan
of the Apes, artist
Thomas
Yeates
(Prince Valiant, Conan) spins a
surprising new tale that drops the
lord of the jungle in an unfamiliar
setting—the future! Can Tarzan’s
vine-swinging skills serve him in
the half-flooded ruins of a future
London?
• Artist Thomas Yeates returns to
one of his favorite subjects!
• From the pages of Dark Horse
Presents!

STAR WARS:
AGENT OF THE
EMPIRE HARD TARGETS #1
Ostrander / Fabbri

Jahan Cross returns
to his homeworld
of Alderaan for a
celebration
hosted by
Bail Organa in honor of
the current Count Dooku.
But the situation turns
deadly when an assassin
kills the Count, and Cross
finds himself working both sides
of the intrigue! Thus begins a new
assignment for Cross that will tear
at his loyalties, strain his friendships,
and bring him into close contact with
his own estranged father.

BILLY THE KID’S OLD TIMEY ODDITIES
AND THE ORM OF LOCH NESS #1
Powell / Hotz / Marsh

The world believes the notor ious outlaw Billy the Kid was killed by Pat
Garrett, the Kid is very much alive, the hired gun of a traveling spectacle of
biological curiosities—or “freaks,” as Billy calls them. Billy and crew head to
Loch Ness to rescue their lizard-skinned comrade from Count Dracula.
• From the Eisner Award-winning creator of The Goon!

COMICS
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NEW TITLES SHIPPING
IN OCTOBER
ACTION COMICS
ANNUAL #1

JOE KUBERT
PRESENTS #1

Fisch / Landis /
Hamner / Sook

Kubert / Buniak /
Glanzman

The secrets of the
“missing five years”
between
when
Clark Kent came
to Metropolis and
the present day
continue to be revealed! In the wake
of Brainiac’s attack on Metropolis,
Superman faces his first Earth-born
villain: the Kryptonite Man!
Plus: A special backup story by the
screenwriter of Chronicle, Max Landis!
AME-COMI GIRLS
#1: FEATURING
WONDER WOMAN
Gray / Palmiotti /
Conner / Akins / Wong

The first time in
print for this digitalfirst series!
First of new series
inspired by the
popular figures from DC Collectibles!
Wonder Woman must stop an attack
on Themyscira!
Features the spectacular artwork of
Amanda Conner (Before Watchmen:
Silk Spectre)!
BATGIRL
ANNUAL #1
Simone / Wijaya

Batgirl is on the
hunt for Catwoman
– but who is after
Batgirl?

COMICS

Don’t miss the start
of this far-ranging
collection of stories
from comics legend
Joe Kubert and
other great talents!
This debut issue includes a new
Hawkman epic, a tale of hard times
called “Spit”, Angel and The Ape from
Brian Buniak and Sam Glanzman’s
new tale of the U.S.S. Stevens!
JUSTICE LEAGUE
DARK ANNUAL
#1
Lemire / Janin

Continued
from
Justice
League
Dark #13, it’s the
big finale to Jeff
Lemire’s first epic
story!
Guest-starring Frankenstein and,
from the new series Sword Of
Sorcery, Amethyst!
LEGENDS OF THE
DARK KNIGHT #1
Lindelof / Larsen /
Taylor / Lemire / Jones
/ Scott / Faucher

The first time in
print for this digitalfirst series!
Or iginal,
noncontinuity shor t
stories featuring Batman as written
and illustrated by some of comics’
finest talents!

NATIONAL
COMICS:
MADAME X #1
Williams / Hairsine

The once-famous
tarot card reader
Madame X now
works at a law firm
as the resident
“psychic” – but
can her “powers” help her solve a
complicated new case?
THE PHANTOM
STRANGER #1
Didio / Anderson /
Hanna

An all-new series
focusing on secrets
of The New 52 you
never imagined!
The
Phantom
Stranger strikes a
bargain with Lord Trigon that will
have serious repercussions in the
DC Universe!
SWAMP THING
ANNUAL #1
Snyder / Cloonan /
Rudy

Years ago, Alec
Holland met Anton
Arcane...and
the
seeds
of
that
encounter created
the nightmare that

is Rotworld!
This extra-sized tale of monsters
and madness examines one of the
greatest rivalries in the DC Universe!
TALON #1
Snyder / Tynion IV /
March

After many years on
the run, Calvin Rose
returns to Gotham
City to investigate
the fallout from
“Night of the Owls”!
Can the Court of
Owls finally be defeated? Could
Calvin have the one thing he’s been
seeking his entire life: his freedom?

SWORD OF SORCERY #1
Marx / Bedard / Lopresti / Saiz

Amethyst returns as this amazing new series begins!
The good news: Amy Winston can transform into Princess
Amaya, protector of Gemworld! The bad news: It seems
her family wants to kill her!
Plus: A backup story
featuring the brutality
of Beowulf!
TEAM 7 #1
Jordan / Merino

Learn how the
secret wars of the
New 52 were fought
by Team 7!
Early adventures of
Deathstroke, Black
Canary,
Grifter,
Amanda
Waller,
Steve Trevor and others! This issue:
Battlefield Gamorra!
MASTERS OF
THE UNIVERSE:
THE ORIGIN OF
SKELETOR #1
Hale Fialkov / Irving

Take a look at the
twisted
origins
of Eternia’s most
loathsome
and
terrible villain.
What horrific events from Skeletor’s
secret past defined the evil despot
he became?
GHOSTS #1
Johns / Kubert /
Hernandez / Pope /
Castellucci / Choi /
Ewing / Kleid / Dayglo /
Hernandez / Jimenez /
Lemire, John / Reeder

Check out this allnew
anthology
from some of the
biggest talents in
the industry! Stories spotlight a
space heist on a ghost ship, a spirit
who wants to play synthesizer in
a techno band, a ghost-for-hire
haunting agency and others dark,
twisted tales.
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CHOSEN #1
Nispel / Devarajan /
Dixon / George

VAMPIRELLA VS.
FLUFFY ONE-SHOT
Rahner / Razek

Young, horny high
school
couples
are being horribly
mutilated
by
demonic Puritans.
Time for Fluffy
to take a study
break and kick some supernatural
ass! Meanwhile, Fluffy’s pals are
wagging their tongues at the hot new
substitute teacher — Vampirella.
When the iconic vampire and the
teenage warrior face off, the clash
is more epic than stripes and polka
dots! Vampi continues to tear her
way through pop-culture vampirism
in dark, brutal — and cathartic —
satire from writer Mark Rahner
(Vampirella Annual #2, Rotten).

Chosen is a highoctane action thriller
about a Detroit
kid, the least likely
candidate to be the
latest reincarnation
of
an
Eastern
spiritual master whose tradition
goes back for generations. Despite
all outward contradictions, the teen’s
powers — refined over centuries
worth of incarnations —start to
manifest in him and propel him onto
a journey all the way to the gritty
underground gangland of Mumbai.
EVIL ERNIE #1
Snider / Craig

Ernest Fairchild was
a kind and gentle
soul…until one day
something in him
snapped,
leading
him to one of the
most notorious killing
sprees in American
history. With 665 kills to his name, “Evil
Ernie” requires one more murder to
complete the ritual he started and seal
his deal with the Devil!

GHOSTBUSTERS
100-PAGE
SPOOKTACULAR!
Lobdell / Burnham / David
/ David / Champagne
/ Eatock / Nguyen /
Schoening / Hotz

Who ya gonna call
for some seriously
spirited fun? The
Ghostbusters, of course! The gang’s
all here in this specially-priced
100-page Spooktacular!

COMICS

NEW TITLES SHIPPING IN OCTOBER
ALAN ROBERT’S
KILLOGY #1
Robert

What do you get
when you throw
three
murderers
into one prison cell
together? Well, when
those
characters
happen to be based
on the likenesses of celebrities Frank
Vincent (Goodfellas, Raging Bull, The
Sopranos), Marky Ramone (formerly
of The Ramones) and Brea Grant
(Heroes, Dexter), you can bet that the
outcome will be anything but ordinary.
LET’S PLAY GOD #1
Grant / Grant / EricJ

SCARY #1
Various

Imagine you were
a kid in the 1950s
reading contraband
horror comics under
the bed covers by
flashlight! Now you
can recreate that
same experience,
because the comics that were
banned are back in actual comicbook format! A comic book series
filled with the best of worst vintage
horror comics that will rot your mind!
TEENAGE MUTANT
NINJA TURTLES
ANNUAL 2012
Eastman / Waltz

Punk
is
dead.
You’re next. After
witnessing
a
murder, Mel must
follow clues to avoid
death and discover
who is stalking her
band mates. Zane
and Brea Grant (We Will Bury You,
Suicide Girls) and EricJ (Rex Mundi,
Fly) present a girl’s ultimate descent
into a world of blood.

Raphael and Casey
find
themselves
in the middle of a
criminal caper gone
awry that touches
the lives of many of
their friends… and enemies! Double
-cross upon double -cross leads
the Turtles to the heart of the NYC
criminal underworld. Various factions
jockey for power, but at the end of the
day only one can end up on top!

MAGIC: THE
GATHERING - PATH
OF VENGEANCE #1

TRANSFUSION #1

Forbeck / Cóccolo

Dack
Fayden
returns to Ravnica!
Dack knows that
the
malevolent
Sifa Grent has
something sinister
planned for the city of Ravnica, but
he must uncover her plot while being
pursued by Rakdos cultists and
Boros soldiers. Not only that, but
someone from Dack’s past may just
put an end to the Planeswalker thief!

THE ZAUCER OF
ZILK #1
McCarthy / Ewing

In collaboration
with 2000 AD and
Rebellion Publishing,
this special 2-issue
adventure features
an inter-dimensional
magician who travels
across the realms to save his numberone fan from the dank clutches of archnemesis Errol Raine!
MARS ATTACKS
THE HOLIDAYS
ONE-SHOT
Wiedlin / Morrison /
Haspiel / Hembeck
/ Boothby / Reese /
Dothers

It’s that time of
year! The Martians
have come to bring
good cheer to all! Well, not really,
but humanity still will find a way to
celebrate the spirit of the season.
Join IDW and Topps—along with a
stellar team of writers and artists—
to honor the holidays in these four
bloody tales of festive cheer!

Niles / menton3

In a future overrun
by
out-of-control
machines
and
monsters, a handful
of human survivors
try to fight their way
back to a normal life.
But what is normal
in a world where both monsters and
machines need human blood? And
which are the real bad guys? Find
out in this new series by 30 Days
of Night’s Steve Niles and menton3,
the artist behind Monocyte!
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NEW TITLES SHIPPING IN OCTOBER

CBLDF LIBERTY ANNUAL 2012
Various

CBLDF Liberty Annual returns! This year’s installment
is edited by Image Comics Publisher Eric Stephenson,
who has recruited an all-star line-up of writers and
artists to make all-new stories about the positive
qualities of freedom! All proceeds from this book
benefit the important First Amendment work of the
Comic Book Legal Defense Fund, who’ve been fighting
censorship
BEDLAM #1
in comics for over 25 years!
Spencer / Rossmo
All proceeds from CBLDF
Liberty Annual 2012 will
Fillmore Press was
benefit the important First
once Madder Red,
Amendment legal work of
a homicidal maniac
the Comic Book Legal
and criminal overlord
Defense Fund, a nonwho terrorized the
profit organization
town of Bedlam for
dedicated to the
years. Then he got
protection of the First
better. This is what
Amendment rights of the happens next.
comics art form and its
community of retailers, A double-sized introduction to a bloodcreators,
publishers, soaked cityscape of murder, mayhem,
and mystery...
librarians and readers.
CYBER FORCE #1
Silvestri / Hawkins /
Pham / Gho

Top Cow celebrates
its 20th anniversary
with the return of the
series that started
it all: Cyber Force!
Top Cow founder
Marc Silvestri (The
Darkness, Incredible Hulk) returns to
his first Image series as co-writer, art
director and cover artist bringing you
a contemporary re-imagining rooted in
cutting edge, real world technology.
Carin Taylor, codenamed Velocity,
has escaped from the CDI-controlled
Millennium City and is desperately
trying to find the one man she believes
can help her prevent the end of the
world. When she runs a group of other
CDI escapees, will they help her… or
turn their backs?

COMICS

HALLOWEEN EVE
(ONE-SHOT)
Montclare / Reeder

Eve
has
an
imagination
that’s
more than active –
it can be downright
dangerous! Working
late at the costume
super-store
Halloween Land, she gets lost in her
own thoughts until something goes
bump in the night. The rubber masks
and plastic novelties are coming to life,
and Eve must face ghosts, goblins,
and gorilla suits made real.

NON-HUMANS #1
Brunswick / Portacio

Los Angeles, 2041
– it’s twenty-six
years after a NASA
probe brought back
a strange disease
causing many of
our familiar toy-like
objects to come to
life. This is a new world order where
cute and fearsome creatures fight for
their right to exist in a world that fears
them – Blade Runner meets Toy Story.
POINT OF IMPACT #1
Faerber / Kuranel

MacGYVER:
FUGITIVE
GAUNTLET #1
Zlotff / Lee / Sliney

Welcome to the
long-awaited return
of MacGyver –
co-written by his
creator! When an
old friend calls for
help, Mac becomes involved in a web
of industrial espionage, murder and a
white-knuckle pursuit across the globe
with a million dollar hit on his head!
Can he live long enough to save the
world – or has his luck finally run out?
MULTIPLE
WARHEADS:
ALPHABET TO
INFINITY #1 (of 4)
Graham

Sexica and her
Werewolf boyfriend
Nikoli travel across
a sci-fi, fantasy
Russia
smoking
singing cigarettes. Meanwhile the
organ hunter Nura is sent out with
a severed head and instructions to
find its body.

A
gr ipping,
provocative fourpart crime series
from
acclaimed
writer Jay Faerber
and stunning new
artist Koray Kuranel
begins with one
woman’s murder and branches out
to follow the investigation by three
people with personal connections to
her: her husband, an investigative
reporter; her lover, an ex-soldier; and
her friend, a homicide detective. Her
death will change all of their lives.
THE WALKING
DEAD: MICHONNE
SPECIAL
Kirkman / Adlard /
Rathburn

This special issue
of The Walking
Dead
presents
The Walking Dead
#19, featuring the
first appearance of Michonne
as well as the Michonne origin
story that first appeared in
Playboy Magazine. Just in time
for Michonne’s appearance in The
Walking Dead Season 3!
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AVENGING
SPIDER-MAN
ANNUAL #1

MARVEL
ZOMBIES
HALLOWEEN

Williams / Walker

Van Lente / Vitti

It’s aTwo-Fisted shot
of Avenging action
as your Friendly
Neighborhood
Spider-Man goes
toe-to-toe with the
Ever Lovin’ Blue Eyed Thing!
Rob Williams (Dark Wolverine) and
Brad Walker (Guardians Of The
Galaxy) team up for mayhem, mindcontrol and melees in the Mighty
Marvel Manner!
DAREDEVIL:
END OF DAYS #1
Bendis / Mack

Revealed at last…
how it ends for the
Man without Fear!
In the near future,
investigative
reporter Ben Urich
has one last story to write – what
was Matt Murdock’s the final secret?
A story years in the making brought
to you by some of the greatest
creators in Daredevil history!
DEXTER #1 (OF 5)
Lindsay / Talajic

Dexter Morgan is
not just an aboveaverage forensic
blood
spatter
expert. He’s also
Miami’s friendly
neighborhood
crime-fighting serial
killer! But Dexter’s “killing” streak
gets put on hold, as he find himself
trapped in a sticky situation – his
high school reunion! The Skid Row
Slasher, Miami’s newest serial killer,
is racking up quite the body count,
giving good ol’ Dexter a run for his
money. And Dexter’s problems
are only beginning to multiply as
Dexter’s inner voice, screams for a
little murderous fun to feed the need!

COMICS

Trick or treat, give
the Marvel Zombies
your brains to eat!
Fred Van Lente,
writer of fan-fave
Marvel Zombies 3 and 4, returns to
the freaky franchise — for its first
ever Halloween one-shot special!
SPACEKNIGHTS #1
Starlin / Batista

The planet Galador
rebuilds its elite
defense
force,
recruiting a new
generation
of
Spaceknights!
Can Balin and
Tristan, sons of legendary
Spaceknight Starshine, live up to
the legend of their family name?
Collecting Spaceknights (2000) #1-2.

UNCANNY
AVENGERS #1
Remender / Cassaday

All new ongoing!
This is it! The
greatest era of the
Marvel
Universe
starts here! From
the ashes of AvX an
all-new, all-different
Avengers assemble!
Captain America begins his quest to
create a sanctioned Avengers unit
comprised of Avengers and X-Men,
humans and mutants working
together – so why is Professor
Xavier’s dream more at risk than
ever?
The first attack of the most loathsome
villain in history will quake the Marvel
Universe forever!
The funeral of one of Marvel’s
greatest heroes!

NEW TITLES
SHIPPING
IN OCTOBER

WOLVERINE: MAX #1

THANOS:
SON OF TITAN #1
Keatinge / Elson

Find out the story
behind the biggest
sur pr ise cameo
from the Avengers
movie!
Learn the brutal,
violent secrets behind the galaxy’s
greatest villain courtesy of Joe
Keatinge (Glory). and Rich Elson!
It’s called the Marvel “Universe” for
a reason.
ULTIMATE
COMICS SPIDERMAN #16.1
Bendis / Marquez

The Daily Bugle is
on the hunt to find
out everything they
can about the new
Spider-Man. What
they discover will
surprise them, you…and him!

Starr / Willumson

Your favorite
X-Man done the
way you wanted to see him – in a noholds-barred MAX series written by
award-winning crime novelist Jason
Starr (Punisher Max, The Chill).
In modern-day Tokyo, Logan gets
pulled into a terrorist’s plot...or was
he the target all along?
MARVEL
UNIVERSE VS.
THE AVENGERS #1
Maberry / Fernandez

In Marvel Universe Vs. The Punisher we
journeyed through the ruins of our world.
In the Bram Stoker Award-nominated
Marvel Universe Vs. Wolverine we
witnessed the fall.
Marvel Universe Vs. The Avengers is the war. Some
worlds can’t be saved. All worlds can be avenged.
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SAGA VOL.1
Vaughan / Staples
Image, 160 pages

From New York
Times bestselling
wr iter
Br ian
K.Vaughan
(Y:
The Last Man,
Ex Machina) and
critically acclaimed
artist Fiona Staples (Mystery
Society, North 40), Saga is the
sweeping tale of one young
family fighting to find their
place in the worlds. When two
soldiers from opposite sides
of a never-ending galactic
war fall in love, they risk
everything to bring
a fragile new life
into a dangerous
old
universe.
Fantasy
and
science fiction
are wed like
never before
in a sexy,
subversive
drama for
adults.
T h i s
specially
priced
volume
collects
the
first
arc of the
smash hit
series The
Onion A.V.
Club calls “the
emotional
e p i c
Hollywood
wishes it could
make.”
Collects SAGA #1-6.

COMICS

NOVEL IDEAS

GHOST
OMNIBUS
VOLUME 3

ACE Comics pick of the best new graphic novels
and collected editions arriving in October
FAIREST VOL. 1:
WIDE AWAKE
Willingham / Jimenez /
Lanning
DC Vertigo, 160 pages

In
this
first
Fairest collection,
featuring issues
#1-7,
Sleeping
Beauty has been
awakened again by true love’s
kiss. But the thief Ali Baba doesn’t
seem a likely candidate for knowing
true love from a day-old cruller. So
how did this kiss work? Plus: Briar
Rose captured by the Snow Queen!
Seven good fairy godmothers and
one really bad one! And much more!
DEADPOOL MAX
HC
Lapham / Baker /
Crystal
Marvel, 448 pages

Government agent
Wade Wilson is a
valuable assassin,
but the unstable
killer needs the
guidance of a steady hand. It’s
Bob’s job to make sure Deadpool
completes his missions — by any
means necessary. Unfortunately,
Deadpool considers him something
of a sidekick, and it’s always the
sidekick who takes one for the team.
Then, Deadpool gets married! But
things spiral straight down the tubes
when his blushing bride goes on
a murder spree that threatens to
destroy Deadpool’s newly formed
nuclear family!
Collecting Deadpool Max #1-12,
Deadpool Max 2 #1-6 and the
Deadpool Max Xmas Special.
Deadpool uncensored!

GIL KANE’S
AMAZING
SPIDER-MAN:
ARTIST’S
EDITION HC
Lee / Kane
IDW, 216 pages

Eight incredible
Spider-Man
stories, including
some of the very best comics the
wall crawler has ever appeared
in: the infamous non comics code
approved LSD drug issues, the “sixarm” Spider-Man storyline that also
introduced Morbius for the very first
time, and the classic of classics —
The Night Gwen Stacy Died!
Reproduced from the original art
and presented in full-sized glory!
The Green Goblin is featured
prominently, as is Morbius, and
there are additional appearances
by Doc Ock, the Kingpin, the Lizard,
and the Vulture. There will also be
a gallery section with covers and
exceptional splash pages.
Additional scripting by Roy Thomas
and Gerry Conway, with inks by
John Romita and Frank Giacoia.
Collecting Amazing Spider-Man
issues 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101,
102, and 121!
What is an Artist’s Edition?
An Artist’s Edition presents
complete stories with each page
scanned in color from the actual
original art and printed the
same size as drawn, with the
paper selected is as close as
possible to the original art
board in order to mimic the
experience of viewing the
artwork as it first appeared on
the drawing board!

Luke / Lodewyk / Reis
/ Baker / Cassaday
Dark Horse, 368 pages

If you don’t believe
that life is tough
when you’re dead,
ask the spectral
avenger Ghost. It isn’t easy
chasing your murderers through
the blood and slime of the Arcadia
underworld, but when your dead
sister returns to wreak vengeance
on the entire city, being dead seems
like small potatoes compared to
fighting your own Silhouette!
Collects Ghost (first series) #27#36, Ghost Special #2, Ghost
Special #3, and “The Woes of
Sinful Bachelors” from Dark Horse
Presents #145–#147.
MIND THE GAP
VOL. 1: INTIMATE
STRANGERS
McCann / Esquejo /
Oback / Alphona
Image, 168 Pages

Elle Peterssen is
young, wealthy,
and beautiful —
and there is a
reason someone tried to kill her.
Only, Elle doesn’t remember any
of this. MIND THE GAP, the new
series by the Eisner Award-winning
writer JIM McCANN (Return of the
Dapper Men), is a mystery with a
paranormal twist. Elle, in a spirit
form detached from her comatose
body, must not only unravel the
mystery of her attacker’s identity
and motive but her entire life as
well. Who can she trust, in both
this word and in the gap she exists
in that lies between life and death?
Filled with twists and turns, Elle’s
life isn’t the only one turned
upside down by the attack on her
life. Deceit, secrets, and hidden
agendas are everywhere in a story
where everyone is a suspect, and
no one is innocent.
Collects Mind The Gap #1-5.
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REAL
GHOSTBUSTERS
OMNIBUS VOL. 1
Van Hise / Morris /
Tobias / Hester /
Dorkin / Bender
IDW, 354 pages

Forget
Egon’s
rules–the streams
have
been
crossed, the dead
have risen, and a free-roaming
apparition is part of the gang! It’s
The Real Ghostbusters, ladies and
gentlemen, and in this first volume
omnibus collection you can score
issues #1–14 of the classic NOW
Comics series. Be there as Ray,
Peter, Egon, and Winston keep
doing what they do. After all, they
ain’t afraid of no ghosts!
GEARS OF WAR
BOOK THREE HC
Traviss / Ortega /
Manco / Wilson /
Gopez / Mhan
DC, 256 pages

The best-selling
Epic
Games
franchisecontinues
with these tales
from issues #14-24 featuring the
story “Dirty Little Secrets” from
best-selling author Karen Traviss
that bridges the gap between the
Gears of War 2 and Gears of War 3
video games.
THE ADVENTURES
OF DR. MCNINJA
VOL. 2: TIMEFIST
Hastings
Dark Horse, 232 pages

More
adventure
than your puny
mind can handle
as the doctor and
the whole McNinja
clan battle pirates, clones, sentient
dinosaurs, haunted spaceships,
and sibling rivalry! Award-winning
cartoonist Chris Hastings’s riotously
funny, time-bending series returns with
all-new tales of monsters, mayhem,
and the occasional mustache.

COMICS

NOVEL IDEAS

BATMAN:
ARKHAM
UNHINGED HC

ACE Comics pick of the best new graphic novels
and collected editions arriving in October
SUPERCROOKS
PREMIERE HC

RETURN TO
PERDITION TP

Millar / Vigalondo / Yu
Marvel, 112 pages

Collins / Beatty
DC Vertigo, 192 pages

When the market
is flooded with
competition, and
the authorities are
always on your
tail, what’s an allAmerican super villain to do? Go
to Spain, of course! Johnny Bolt
convinces his villainous pals to
pull off one last heist in the land of
bullfighting and churros — but will
culture shock get to them before
the policia do? And when Johnny’s
target is revealed as the Bastard,
the greatest super villain of all time,
things go horribly wrong — but it’s
too late to turn back. A massive
secret in the American super-hero
community might just work in their
favor — and if the Supercrooks can
survive, it will mean an enormous
payday!
From the writer who brought you
Kick-Ass and the artist of Superior
and Secret Invasion! Collecting
Supercrooks #1-4.
JLA: EARTH II
NEW PRINTING
Morrison / Quitely
DC, 96 pages

The
powerful
original graphic
novel is back in
print! Ultraman,
Owlman, Power
Ring, and Johnny
Quick rule their world without
opposition. But their world is about
to be threatened by the arrival of
the Justice League! Realities clash
in this mind-bending epic!

In
this
new
chapter of the
graphic novel
ser ies
that
inspired
the
Academy Awardwinning movie, our hero, Michael
Satariano, Jr. is unaware of the
conflict between his dad, his
grandfather and John Looney –
the criminal godfather of Rock
Island, Illinois. Now, he’s going to
learn you can’t outrun (or outgun)
your past when he’s recruited by
the mob as a hit man.

Halpern-Glaser /
Crocker / Hill / Fridolfs
/ Dini / Miller / Coleby
/ Woods / Barrionuevo
/ Ryp / and others
DC, 160 pages

Inspired by the
best-selling
videogame Batman: Arkham City,
these tales feature the evil of
Hugo Strange, Harley Quinn, The
Joker, Mr. Freeze, The Penguin,
Hammer and Sickle and more!
Collects Batman: Arkham
Unhinged #1-5!

SPIDER-MAN:
WORLD’S
GREATEST
HERO
Stern / DeFalco /
Moore / De La Torre /
Barberi / Scott
Marvel, 112 pages

Celebrating 50
years of great
responsibility!
Spanning from his earliest days
as a hero to the heyday of the
heralded Big Time era and
everything in between, a
collection of Marvel Legends,
venerated comic creators and
awe-inspiring artists shine the
spotlight on everything that
makes Spider-Man the World’s
Greatest Super Hero!
Collecting Peter Parker: SpiderMan (1999) #156.1, Sensational
Spider-Man (1996) #33.1 and
#33.2, and Web Of Spider-Man
(1985) #129.1 and #129.2.
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HISTORY BOOKS

With the huge volume of titles released each
week, it can be quite easy to overlook the rich
history of comic books available in the form of
back issues and graphic novels, so we’re going
to take this opportunity to showcase some gems
in Illuminations, that you previously might have
missed.
WATCHMEN (1987)
MOORE / GIBBONS

“It all begins with the paranoid
delusions of a half-insane hero called
Rorschach. But is Rorschach really
insane or has he in fact uncovered
a plot to murder super-heroes and,
even worse, millions of innocent
civilians? On the run from the law,
Rorschach reunites with his former
teammates in a desperate attempt
to save the world and their lives, but
what they uncover will shock them to
their very core and change the face of
the planet! Following two generations
of masked superheroes from the close of World War II to the
icy shadow of the Cold War comes this groundbreaking comic
story — the story of The Watchmen.” - DC Comics
What’s that? You haven’t read Watchmen? That’s like saying
you haven’t seen Die Hard! Yet at ACE Comics, we still sell many
copies of this book every month, which indicates that there are
a number of comic fans who have yet to read it.
Watchmen is set in an alternate reality mirroring the
contemporary world of the 1980’s, burdened with the tension
of the cold war and the threat of nuclear weapons. In this reality,
superheroes are very real and have influenced the outcomes
of various world events, but have been outlawed since 1977.
When Edward Blake, formerly known as the superhero and
Watchmen member ‘The Comedian’, is murdered, old teammate Rorschach investigates his death and warns his four, nowretired partners of a plot to terminate costumed adventurers.
As the story unfolds and new information and dark secrets are
revealed about our heroes, the scale of the story increases
dramatically and the fate of the world comes into play.
An examination of how superheroes would function in a
credible, real world, Moore said Watchmen developed into a
study of “power and about the idea of the superman manifest
within society.” It has gone down in history as one of the greatest
novels ever written and should be on every respectable book
shelf in the land. What’s that? You haven’t read Watchmen?

COMICS

STAFF PICKS

We’re often asked to recommend something fresh for our
customers to read at ACE Comics, so we’ve decided to
throw a few ideas in here...

BEDLAM (IMAGE)

STUMP TOWN (ONI PRESS)

More and more when looking for a new read to keep
my love of comics fresh I need the promise of an
on going series so characters and places can be
developed. Bedlam #1 by Nick Spencer ( Image Comics)
promises that and more. Fillmore Press, the lead
character, was known as Madder Red, a homicidal
Maniac and criminal overlord . He is now ‘better’. Follow
his rehabilitation in a cityscape that is full of crime,
murder and mystery. Just a thought but anyone watch
‘The Mentalist’ wherein the psychopathic killer is known
as Red John. Influences? - BIFF

Last month saw solicitation for Stump town #1 ( Oni
Press). This is Greg Rucka’s creator owned title. Yet
another private investigator story,. Do you see the
theme of my reading preferences? The case of the
baby in the velvet case #2 is offered this month but
it is not too late to pre-order #1, just let us know
as soon as possible. The baby in question is a rock
star’s guitar. This series is more reality based and
Greg Rucka’s writing is always first class with art by
Matthew Southworth this is another sure-fire hit.
- BIFF

HOLLOWS (DEL RAY)

BATMAN: NITE OF THE OWLS (DC)

I have to admit to being overly keen on crime, murder
and mystery in film, TV or books. Hence the next
recommendation , Kim Harrison’s Hollows Vol.2: Blood
Crime GN (Del Rey). This is in B/W and runs 176 pages
with art by Gemma Magna, who I have to admit I have
not heard of. However, Kim Harrion’s credentials as a
writer are so good that this is on my must buy list.
- BIFF

If you’ve been bitten by the Batman bug, thanks in no
small means to The Dark Knight Rises, then now’s a
great time to get into Batman comics. With DC’s ‘New
52’ relaunch in it’s infancy and reprints more readily
available than before, Batman is currently only up to
#11. If you’re unable to track down the first issues, you
can opt for the collected editions, of which Batman
Vol.1: Nite of the Owls is now available in hardcover with
softcover sure to follow in the coming months... - MARC
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HAVE YOUR SAY...

If you would like to drop us a line to discuss some great comics, post a
review or generally say hello, you can do so at
illuminations@acecomics.co.uk
Dear Biff and Crew
Salutations! I am delighted to see that Illuminations is back in the fray in digital form (my mutant super
power of being amazingly slow off the mark ensures that it has taken me six months to notice. Just call
me Reverse-Flash – no, wait, that name is taken, isn’t it?).
So – DC’s Nu 52, then. I guess one must judge it a success if only for the sales burst it has inspired, but
my particular jury is still out. As an older reader (older than you, Biff!) I am, of course, loaded down with
continuity from the Silver Age onwards, and I weep real tears when it is transgressed. Still, if I managed
to weather 1986’s Crisis, Zero Hour, and Countdown to Final Infinite Zero Blackest Crisis, or whatever
this latest batch of unnecessary events was called, I can cope with a revamp from scratch. Not quite
from scratch, though, is it? And I have to remain philosophical when I note that, while Superman’s
iconic trunks haven’t managed to survive the reboot, Geoff Johns’ wretched Red Lanterns have. Oh
well, the exercise has well and truly cured me of floppies, though my enthusiasm for trades remains
unabated.
Speaking of floppies, I dipped my toe into Kurt Busiek’s Kirby Genesis. What a shambles! Coming from
one of Kirby’s loopier ideas to start off with, it was monumentally muddled right from the start. Some
eye-catching illustration every now and then was its only saving grace. I stuck with it longer than I
should have, given how awful it was. I’ve dropped it now, and I am beginning to get better, you’ll be glad
to hear.
The Marvel Graphic Novel Collection – what’s the fuss about? It’s a subscription series, so you
subscribe, in which case it doesn’t matter what order they come in. It’s not envisaged that you cherry
pick.
The Avengers movie or, as I suppose I must learn to call it, Marvel Avengers Assemble, the most clumsy
movie name I can recall – still, at least it stops people asking “Who’s playing Steed?” If you haven’t
seen it yet, Biff, it’s still lingering in theatres: go and see it! Best superhero movie ever! Joss Whedon
has done a fabulous job of writing and directing, balancing the needs of all the characters, giving us
a terrific (and funny!) script, thrilling action and set pieces, and so many WOW! moments you’ll be
savouring them for months.
Contrast The Amazing Spider-Man. Andrew Garfield as fine, possibly closer to Ditko’s Parker/Spidey
than Maguire was, but did we really need another movie killing Uncle Ben again only 10 years after the
last one. I don’t think I did, and I’m sure I would have enjoyed it more had it been more original.
So what’s happened with people writing letters to Illuminations? Am I the first one? (Indeed you are! Ed) I hope so, but I shouldn’t be.
Roll on this month’s parcel and The Dark Knight Rises.
And all the best to everyone at ACE and everyone who reads Illuminations!
Neil Welch

COMICS

Just a reminder: my e-mail address is martin@acecomics.co.uk,
telephone 01206 364140 and online at www.acecomics.co.uk

DIGITAL COMICS
After years of worry and debate about
the place of digital comics and whether
they would cause the demise of the
comic shop I am pleased to report that if
anything they have helped increase sales
and awareness of the medium.
Now Diamond Comics have struck a deal
to allow comic shops to sell these via
their own web sites. Of course Ace Comics
will soon be offering the full range via
our web site. They are now available via
USA stores but the UK are a bit behind. I
have registered my desire to sell digital
and I am now waiting on Diamond UK to
facilitate this.
Keep visiting the web site for more news
as we have it.
MARVEL NOW
The DC 52 re-launch in September 2011 was
a catalyst for change not just for DC but
for the whole industry. Other companies
had to up the quality of their product to
keep their customers coming to them and
not trying out the bold DC initiative.
It did seem to me that the quality of
Marvel also improved, in general, and the
Avengers vs. X-Men series has been very
good, both sales and story wise. Now
unfortunately Marvel are trying to hit
back with Marvel Now. All their major titles
are going to revert to #1. However, unlike
DC that did it in one fell swoop they are
going for a week on week new re-launch.
My gut reaction is that this will only cause
more confusion for readers instead of
less. At least with DC the change was fully
across the line and immediate. Marvel have

already got a tangled issue line with the
major titles rebooting so many times even
I get confused. When the Fantastic Four
Avengers re-launch it will be even more
confusing, going like this : first series 1
to 416, second series 1 to 12, third series
1 to 70 then leap to #500 still 3rd series
stops at 588 then begins again at #600
( #589 to 599 do not exist as they count
FF #1-11). When this series finishes it is
back to #1.
I can tell you for a fact that when new
customers come in asking about a series
and the best place to start it is very
difficult to introduce them to a series like
Fantastic Four now and will be no better
with yet another #1.
Chopping and changing numbering and
creative crews creates a very short term
interest in any comic and customers ,
almost like any addict, get addicted to
trying a title for 6 issues then on to the
next series. In the long term Marvel are
creating a rod for their own back which
will diminish sales not increase them as
they have to feed them the latest #1 every
month.
That just leaves me to say on behalf of
all at ACE Colchester, Biff, Tina, Kerrie,
Marc, Guy, Evil Stu, Victoria, Colin, Ed,
Glenn, Matt and of course Brenden and
Bryony, Lea in Southend, Richard and Guy
in Richmond, Ivor, Scott, Scott, Lorna,
Stuart and Bennie in Glasgow...

Happy Summer
Holiday!
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